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In this study, quantitative structure–activity ⁄ prop-
erty models are developed for modeling and pre-
dicting both MEK inhibitory activity and oral
bioavailability of novel isothiazole-4-carboxami-
dines. The models developed are thoroughly dis-
cussed to identify the key components that
influence the inhibitory activity and oral bioavail-
ability of the selected compounds. These selected
descriptors serve as a first guideline for the design
of novel and potent MEK inhibitors with desired
ADME properties.
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A goal of the modern cancer therapy is to identify molecules in sig-
nal transduction pathways that affect cell growth, and particularly
those that cause a normal cell to become cancerous. Defects in the
RAS ⁄ RAF ⁄ MEK ⁄ ERK signaling pathway are closely associated with
the development of human tumors, such as melanoma, colon, lung,
and thyroid cancers. MEK is a key component of the RAS ⁄ RAF ⁄
MEK ⁄ ERK signaling pathway that regulates cell proliferation and
survival (1,2). This pathway has emerged as a significant focus for
molecular-targeted cancer therapy, and MEK inhibitors have the
potential for broad utility in the treatment of human cancers driven
by activation of this pathway (3,4).

Big pharmaceutical companies have shown great interest in
the area, and several MEK inhibitors have now entered clinical
development. MEK inhibitors are the first highly selective inhibitors
of the MAPK (Mitogen Activated Protein Kinase) pathway to enter
the clinic, while data show promising hints that suppression of the
MAPK pathway can be achieved within acceptable toxicity levels.
The objective of many studies is the identification of small mole-
cule, potent MEK inhibitors that are beneficially applied to the
treatment of certain forms of cancer, with preference given to those
molecules that possess good ADME (Absorption Distribution Meta-
bolism Excretion) properties (5–7).

We have used both MEK inhibition and oral bioavailability data for 47
isothiazole-4-carboxamidines (8). Isothiazole derivatives constitute a
very important group of biologically active compounds that have
recently gained attention as potent MEK inhibitors (9). Our aim is the
identification of novel series of potent MEK inhibitors with favorable
oral bioavailability. ADME properties and especially oral bioavail-
ability are crucial for a molecule to be considered as an orally active
drug. Oral bioavailability is one of the most difficult obstacles that a
drug candidate faces. It is estimated that poor oral bioavailability is
responsible for 40% of all drug failures. As such, it is very important
to identify among active compounds those that are more likely to be
orally active in humans (10).

We have developed quantitative structure–activity relationship
(QSAR) models and searched for the most important descriptors that
would help in the optimization of chemical structures as far as
maximizing the activity and optimizing the ADME properties are
concerned. The high oral bioavailability prediction will be used as
an additional criterion for distinguishing among the most active
compounds.

Materials and Methods

Data set
The chemical, biological, and bioavailability data that were used in
this study have been presented by El Abdellaoui et al. (8) in their
recent work (Tables 1–3). Different descriptors have been calcu-
lated to account for chemical, physicochemical, electronic, and
quantum characteristics of compounds. All the descriptors were
calculated using Chem3Da, MOPAC2007b, and Topixc. After remov-
ing useless descriptors by using the unsupervised attribute filter
provided by Weka (11) in total 141 physicochemical constants,
topological and structural descriptors (Table 4) were finally consid-
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ered as possible input candidates to the model. Before the calcula-
tion of the descriptors, the structures were fully optimized using
PM6 method in MOPAC2007 suite that, as proposed in literature,
offers a good balance between computational speed and accuracy
(12,13).

Variable selection – support vector machine
regression
Before running the modeling methodology, the most significant attri-
butes among the 141 available were preselected by using CfsSubset
variable selection and BestFirst evaluator, which are included in Weka
(11). Correlation-based feature subset selection (CfsSubset) algorithm
evaluated the worth of a subset of attributes by considering the indi-
vidual predictive ability of each feature along with the degree of
redundancy between them. Subsets of features that were highly corre-
lated with the class while having low intercorrelation were preferred.
The attribute selection mode was set to 10-fold cross-validation.

A great variety of the machine learning methods have been applied
in QSAR studies (14–18), and the best approach for a specific

Table 1: Observed and Predicted values for the training and test
set (compounds 1–7)

X

H
N

N S

HN NHHO

HO CBA

Compound X
log(1 ⁄ IC50)*
observed

log(1 ⁄ IC50)
predicted

log(1 ⁄ AUC)*
observed

log(1 ⁄ AUC)
predicted

1a O )1.519 )1.599 )3.055 )3.060
2b NH )2.380 )1.751 )3.092 )2.871
3 CH2 )1.763 )1.790 )2.342 )2.533
4a C=O )2.079 )1.737 )1.778 )2.946
5 S )1.653 )1.650 )2.423 )2.420
6 SO2 )2.176 )2.341 )3.628 )2.575
7b C(CH3)2 )3.898 )3.897 )3.371 )2.150

*IC50 (nM), oral-AUC (ng h ⁄ ml).
atest set for inhibition activity.
btest set for oral bioavailability.

Table 2: Observed and Pre-
dicted values for the training and
test set (compounds 8–32)

O

H
N

N S

HN NHHO

HO CBA

R1 R2

Compound
Ring-C
R 2

Ring-B
R1

log(1 ⁄ IC50)*
observed

log(1 ⁄ IC50)
predicted

log(1 ⁄ AUC)*
observed

log(1 ⁄ AUC)
predicted

8a 6-F3C H )1.643 )1.809 )4.457 )3.929
9b 5-F-6-F3C H )1.763 )1.764 )4.114 )4.171

10 5-Cl-6-F3C H )2.079 )1.805 )4.310 )4.313
11 5-Cl-8-F3C H )2.732 )2.017 )4.340 )4.362
12 6-F-8-F3C H )2.146 )1.808 )4.187 )4.147
13a 6-Me2N H )2.204 )1.837 )2.954 )2.989
14 5-Cl-6-F3C 2-Cl )1.826 )1.709 )3.757 )4.362
15 5-Cl-6-F3C 2-F )1.716 )1.716 )3.653 )4.415
16b 5-F-8-F3C H )1.778 )1.898 )4.495 )4.174
17 5,8-Cl2 H )1.477 )1.622 )4.676 )3.785
18a 5-Cl-8-F H )1.903 )1.637 )2.954 )4.044
19 5,8-Cl2 2-F )1.415 )1.515 )4.347 )4.284
20b 5,6-Cl2 H )1.875 )1.575 )3.721 )3.818
21 5,6-F2 H )1.301 )1.575 )3.974 )3.973
22 5,6-Cl2 2-Cl )1.431 )1.458 )3.631 )3.862
23 5-F-6-Cl H )2.161 )1.579 )4.099 )4.094
24 6,8-Cl2 H )1.301 )1.628 )4.068 )3.737
25 6,8-F2 H )2.316 )1.628 )3.711 )3.885
26 5-Cl-7-F H )1.929 )1.645 )3.796 )4.049
27 5-Cl-7-F 2-Cl )2.029 )1.552 )3.755 )4.109
28b 5,7-Cl2 H )1.806 )1.644 )4.419 )3.790
29 5,7-F2 H )2.316 )1.644 )4.217 )3.949
30a 5-Cl-6,8-F2 H )1.568 )1.609 )4.308 )4.306
31b 5-Cl-6,8-F2 2-F )1.431 )1.455 )4.174 )4.522
32 5-Cl-7-F 1-Me )1.756 )1.618 )4.104 )3.877

*IC50 (nM), oral-AUC (ng h ⁄ ml).
atest set for inhibition activity.
btest set for oral bioavailability.
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Table 3: Observed and Predicted values for the training and test set (compounds 33–47)

O

H
N

N S

HN NH

HO CBA
Cl

Cl

*

Compound X
log(1 ⁄ IC50)*
observed

log(1 ⁄ IC50)
predicted

log(1 ⁄ AUC)*
observed

log(1 ⁄ AUC)
predicted

33a
O

N
*

)1.505 )1.606 )3.459 )3.237

34 O
N

*

)1.602 )1.976 )2.790 )2.794

35 O
N*

)2.167 )2.165 )3.836 )2.747

36 N
N

*

)1.531 )1.834 )3.296 )2.932

37 N
N

*

)2.137 )2.131 )2.418 )2.652

38b N
N*

)2.474 )2.309 )3.384 )2.467

39 NH
N O*

)1.643 )1.981 )1.940 )2.859

40
*

OH )1.663 )1.406 )4.163 )3.911

41a OH

OH

* )1.663 )1.609 )4.096 )3.861

42 OH

OH

)1.544 )1.689 )3.708 )3.942

43 OH

OH

* )1.531 )1.794 )3.305 )3.612

44 OH
*

)0.903 )1.583 )4.379 )3.864

45a

OH
*

)2.872 )1.973 )4.369 )3.495

46b

OH
*

)1.602 )1.820 )4.163 )3.689

47 O
*

)1.531 )1.789 )2.628 )2.948

*IC50 (nM), oral-AUC (ng h ⁄ ml).
atest set for inhibition activity.
btest set for oral bioavailability.
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problem needs to be explored. We considered Support Vector
Machine regression (SVMreg) methodology as the machine learning
method combined with the variable selection method previously
described for performing regression to our available dataset. Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) was proposed in 1963 by Vapnik et al.,
(19) and was shown as an effective tool for solving classification
and regression problems.

For this work, we have used SVMreg methodology using the
polynomial kernel with the complexity parameter c equal to 1.
The training data were normalized, and the learning algorithm Reg-
SMOimproved was chosen (20).

Model validation
The models that performed best in predicting MEK inhibition and
oral bioavailability were validated using external validation and
cross-validation methods (21,22). External validation was applied, by
randomly splitting the dataset into training and validation set in a
proportion of 4:1. Thirty-eight compounds were used in the training
set, and the remaining nine were used in the test set and were not
involved by any means in the training procedure. Regarding cross-
validation, both 10-fold cross-validation and leave-one-out (LOO)
cross-validation methods were applied. The following statistical cri-
teria were used to assess the robustness, reliability, and predictive
activity of the model: the coefficient of determination between
experimental values and model predictions (R 2) and root mean
square error .

Applicability domain
Similarity measurements were used to define the domain of appli-
cability of the two models based on the Euclidean distances among

all training compounds and the test compounds (23,24). The dis-
tance of a test compound to its nearest neighbor in the training set
was compared to the predefined applicability domain (APD) thresh-
old. The prediction was considered unreliable when the distance
was higher than APD. APD was calculated as follows:

APD ¼ <d> þ Zr

Calculation of <d> and r was performed as follows: first, the aver-
age of Euclidean distances between all pairs of training compounds
was calculated. Next, the set of distances that were lower than
the average was formulated. <d> and r were finally calculated as
the average and standard deviation of all distances included in this
set. Z was an empirical cutoff value and for this work, it was cho-
sen equal to 0.5.

Results and Discussion

The original dataset of 47 compounds was randomly partitioned
into training and validation set consisting of 38 and 9 compounds,
respectively. This random partitioning was performed separately for
MEK inhibition activity and oral bioavailability, resulting in different
training and test sets for the two end-points. The test compounds
for MEK inhibition activity and oral bioavailability are clearly indi-
cated in Tables 1–3.

The CfsSubset variable selection with BestFirst evaluator method
(which is included in WEKA platform) was then applied on the
training data to select the most significant, among the 141 avail-
able descriptors. Six descriptors (namely NCCSgl, KiInf7, KiInf8,
KiCP44, AtomCompMean, and AtomCompTot) were selected as most
important to describe the MEK inhibition activity, and seven descrip-

Table 4: Physicochemical, topological, and structural descriptors

Chem3D TOPIX MOPAC

MolWeight NSglBnd Wiener_1 Heat of formation
H Bond

Acceptors
NCCSgl Dim TotalE

H Bond Donors NDblBnd Bertz ElectrE
SAS Chi0 – Chi9 AtomCompMean Core–core repulsion
MS ChiInf0 ChiInf9 AtomCompTot Dipole
SEV Ki0 – Ki8 Zagreb1 No of filled levels
Ovality KiInf0 – KiInf8 Zagreb2 Ionization potential
MR ChiCl3 Quadr HOMO
CLogP ChiCl4 ScHultz LUMO
BIndx ChiCP30 – ChiCP39 Kappa1
ClsC ChiCP40 – ChiCP49 Kappa2
MTI KiCl3 Kappa3
NRBo KiCl4 WienerDistCode
Polar Surface KiCP30 – KiCP39 InfWiener
ShA KiCP40 – KiCP49 DistEqMean
Wiener ChiMod DistEqTotal
SDe Xu1 – Xu3 InfMagnitDistTot
SVDe TopoJ Polarity
TCon TopoRad Gordon

TopoDia
NBranch
NRings

Table 5: MEK inhibition activity model – Weights for normalized
descriptors

Weight Descriptor

)0.111 NCCSgl
+0.2019 KiInf7
)0.0851 KiInf8
)0.5836 KiCP44
)0.0601 AtomCompMean
)0.2721 AtomCompTot
+0.8161 (constant)

Table 6: Oral bioavailability – Weights for normalized descrip-
tors

Weight Descriptor

)0.1976 ChiInf0
+0.0783 Ki8
+0.0932 ChiCP49
+0.3101 KiCP36
)0.1656 TopoJ
)0.6031 AtomCompMean
+0.0588 Dipole
+0.8 (constant)
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tors (dipole, TopoJ, ChiInf0, KiCP36, Ki8, ChiCP49, and AtomComp-
Mean) were selected for oral bioavailability. The training data
(selected descriptors and end-point values) were normalized in the
range [)1,1], before the final step of the modeling procedure,
which was the application of the SVMreg methodology. The pro-
duced models predict the normalized end-point value of a specific
compound (MEK inhibition activity or oral bioavailability) as a linear
combination of the normalized values of the respective descriptors.

The coefficients (weights) of the two linear models are shown in
Tables 5 and 6.

The experimental values and the model predictions for both training
and validation examples are shown in Tables 1–3. Figures 1 and 2
present plots of experimental versus predicted values of MEK
inhibition activity and oral bioavailability, respectively. Validation of
the models was performed using the techniques mentioned in the
previous section. The corresponding statistics, presented in Table 7,
illustrate the accuracy, significance, and robustness of the produced
models.

The chemical meaning of the descriptors used in the development
of each model is briefly discussed later.

Information indices (ChiInf0, KiInf7, KiInf8, AtomCompMean, and
AtomCompTot) encode information on the adjacency and distance of
atoms and the atomic composition in the molecular structure (25–
29). Topological information indices (ChiInf0, KiInf7, KiInf8) are
graph theoretical invariants that view the molecular graph as a
source of different probability distributions to which the information
theory is applied. These indices have several advantages such as
unique representation of the compound and high discriminating
power (isomer discrimination). Information connectivity (Chinf0,
KiInf7, and KiInf8) indices are based on the partition of the edges
in the graph according to the equivalence and the magnitudes of
their edge connectivity values.

Total information content on atomic composition AtomCompTot (IAC)
was calculated from the complete molecular formula, hydrogen
included, using the following equation:

IAC ¼ Ah � log2 Ah �
X

g
Ag : log2 Ag

The mean information content on atomic composition AtomComp-
Mean (IAC) is the mean value of the total information content and
can be calculated using the following formula:

IAC ¼ �
X

g

Ag

Ah � log2
Ag

Ah ¼ �
X

g
pg : log2 pg

where Ah is the total number of atoms (hydrogen included), Ag is
the number of equal-type atoms in the gth equivalence class, and
pg is the probability of randomly selecting a gth type atom (30–34).

Dipole (DPL) is the electric dipole moment. The electric dipole is a
vector quantity, which encodes displacement with respect to the
center of gravity of positive and negative charges in a molecule.
The DPL encodes information about the charge distribution in mole-
cules and is important for modeling polar interactions. Large sub-
stituents decrease DPL value, which is not desirable.

Table 7: Statistical measures
R 2

train RMStrain R 2
CV10fold RMSCV10fold R 2

CVLOO RMSCVLOO R 2
test RMStest

MEK inhibition activity model 0.76 0.33 0.63 0.39 0.61 0.40 0.86 0.36
Oral bioavailability model 0.73 0.51 0.57 0.63 0.59 0.61 0.82 0.59

RMS, root mean square error.
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Figure 1: Experimental versus Predicted values for MEK inhibi-
tion values.

Oral bioavailability 
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Figure 2: Experimental versus Predicted values for oral bioavail-
ability.
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Topological indices such as Balaban index (TopoJ) and Ki8 are
based on the two-dimensional representation of the molecule and
give information about the atomic composition of a compound, the
presence and character of chemical bonds, and the connectivity
between atoms. Balaban index is one of the most discriminating
molecular descriptors, and it is defined in terms of sums over each
row of the distance matrix (35).

The number of single bonds (NCCSgl) accounts also for the pres-
ence of the saturated carbon–carbon bonds in the molecule and
indicates that unsaturated bonds are desirable for an enhanced
activity (27).

KiCP44, KiCP36, and ChiCP49 are cluster–path subgraph descriptors.
Molecular subgraphs are subsets of atoms and related bonds that
represent molecular fragments and functional groups. There are four
commonly used subgraph types: path subgraph, cluster subgraph,
path-cluster subgraph, and chain subgraph (or ring) emphasizing dif-
ferent aspects of atom connectivity within the molecule. They are
defined according to the following rules: (i) if the subgraph contains
a cycle, it is of type chain, (ii) if all vertex degrees in the subgraph
are either greater than 2 or equal to 1, the subgraph is of type
cluster, (iii) if all vertex degrees in the subgraph are either equal to
2 or 1, the subgraph is of type path, otherwise (iv) the subgraph is
of type path–cluster. The order of a subgraph is the number of
edges within it. An index with an order 3 for path refers to a path
of length 3, and an index with an order 3 for cluster refers to a

Table 8: Test set applicability domain for MEK inhibition activity

Compound
Applicability domain
(APD = 10.9564)

1 0.3900
4 2.0820
8 0.2458
13 1.2363
18 0.0807
30 0.1589
33 1.0119
41 0.2866
45 3.1695

Table 9: Test set applicability domain for oral bioavailability

Compound
Applicability domain
(APD = 0.8807)

2 0.1062
7 0.3793
9 0.1052
16 0.1084
20 0.0768
28 0.0760
31 0.2513
38 0.2832
46 0.1230

Table 10: Predicted MEK inhibition activity for virtual compounds 1v–8v

S
N

Ph

Ph

MeHN

O

S
N

Ph

Ph

Et

6v

2v

S
N

Ph

Ph

EtHN

O

7v

S
N

Ph

Ph

n-PrHN

O

8v

S
N

Ph

Ph

Et

3v

S
N

Ph

Ph

EtHN

4v

S
N

Ph

Ph

HN
Me

5v

O

O

S
N

PhPh

Ph

1v

Compound log(1 ⁄ IC50) predicted
Applicability domain
(APD = 10.9564)

1v )1.277 43.4659
2v )1.704 7.1970
3v )1.674 9.5448
4v )1.645 5.7452
5v )1.689 10.6511
6v )1.630 10.6465
7v )1.779 8.3193
8v )1.954 6.3574
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3-edge cluster (27). Based on the weights for cluster–path descrip-
tors, the presence of a subgraph containing a cluster of order 4
combined with path of order 4 contributes negatively to the MEK
inhibition activity, and as such this subgraph is undesirable. On the

contrary, the presence of a subgraph containing a cluster of order
4 combined with path of order 9 and the presence of a subgraph
containing a cluster of order 3 combined with path of order 6
contribute positively to the oral bioavailability.

Table 11: Predicted MEK inhibition activity for virtual compounds 9v–14v

S
N

HN

Ph

EtHN

O

S
N

O

Ph

EtHN

O
PhPh

S
N

S

Ph

EtHN

O

9v

Ph

10v 11v

S
N

Ph

N
H

EtHN

O

S
N

Ph

O

EtHN

O

Ph Ph

S
N

Ph

S

EtHN

O

Ph

13v12v 14v

Compound log(1 ⁄ IC50) predicted
Applicability domain
(APD = 10.9564)

9v )1.773 4.1286
10v )1.541 4.4486
11v )1.616 4.4625
12v )1.774 4.1306
13v )1.542 4.4498
14v )1.621 4.4718

Table 12: Predicted MEK inhibition activity for virtual compounds 15v–20v

S
N

S

Ph

EtHN

O

S
N

S

Ph

EtHN

O
PhPh

S
N

S

Ph

EtHN

O

15v

Et

16v 17v

S
N

S

S

EtHN

O

S
N

S

S

EtHN

O

Ph Et

S
N

S

S

EtHN

O

Et

19v18v

O O
O

O

O

Et

O

Et

O

Et

O

20v

Compound log(1 ⁄ IC50) predicted
Applicability domain
(APD = 10.9564)

15v )1.606 4.0814
16v )2.778 4.2293
17v )1.410 2.3859
18v )1.329 1.1783
19v )1.135 2.5108
20v )1.150 1.4324
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As shown from Tables 5 and 6, the aforementioned descriptors
have different weights that influence the increase or decrease in
MEK inhibition activity and oral bioavailability. Based on the previ-
ous discussion and the positive or negative influence of each
descriptor, new derivatives with enhanced activity and desired oral
bioavailability can be designed.

The APD was defined for all compounds that constituted the train-
ing sets for MEK inhibition and oral bioavailability models as
described in the Materials and Methods section. As all validation
compounds fell inside the domain of applicability for both models,
all model predictions for the external test set were considered reli-
able. The results are presented in Tables 8 and 9.

With the model in hand, we screened an in-house library of
107 isothiazoles (36–39) in the hope that new isothiazole targets
could be identified. The model gave a wide range of predicted
activities ()5.377 to )0.041); however, all predictions were
outside the domain of applicability (134.188–22.445, threshold of
10.968).

Of the 107 isothiazoles, we chose initially 3,4,5-triphenylisothiazole
1v as a starting point for virtual modifications in the hope that the-
oretical structures of improved activity within the domain of appli-
cability could be identified. 3,4,5-Triphenylisothiazole (1v) gave a
good predicted activity ()1.277), and its domain of applicability
(43.466) was deemed workable. Furthermore, this compound and

Table 13: Predicted MEK inhibition activity for virtual compounds 21v–28v

S
N

S

S

N

EtHN

O
Et

O

21v

O

Et

S
N

S

S

N
EtHN

O
Et

O

22v

O

Et

S
N

S

S

N
EtHN

O
Et

O

23v

O

Et

S
N

S

S

NEtHN

O
Et

O

24v

O

Et

S
N

S

S

N

N

EtHN

O
Et

O

25v

O

Et

S
N

S

S

N
NEtHN

O
Et

O

26v

O

Et

S
N

S

S

N

N

EtHN

O
Et

O

27v

O

Et

S
N

S

S

N
N

N

EtHN

O
Et

O

28v

O

Et

Compound log(1 ⁄ IC50) predicted
Applicability domain
(APD = 10.9564)

21v )1.052 3.1626
22v )1.041 3.1528
23v )1.049 3.1369
24v )1.051 3.1400
25v )0.954 5.7089
26v )0.993 5.7411
27v )1.001 5.7639
28v )0.912 3.1697

Table 14: Predicted MEK inhibition activity for virtual compounds 28v–30v

S
N

S

S

N

N

N

EtHN

O
Et

O

28v

O

Et

S
N

S

S

O

Et N

N

29v

O

Et

S
N

SS

O

Et Et

O

30v

N

N

N O

NHEt

N

EtHN

O

Compound Activity Domain

28v )0.912 3.1697
29v )0.965 3.2568
30v )0.955 3.2889
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analogs can be readily prepared (38) and provide a large carbon
periphery providing multiple sites for structural modification.

Initially substituents were introduced on the 4-phenyl substituent,
and an immediate reduction in the domain of applicability was
observed (Table 10). In particular, the introduction of alkylamino or
carboxamide groups gave acceptable domains of applicability with-
out affecting significantly the predicted activities.

The carboxamide 7v was arbitrarily chosen for further structural
modification. We note that isothiazoles 2v–6v and 8v could also
have been taken as viable scaffolds. The introduction of heteroa-
toms to separate the phenyl substituents from the isothiazole at C3
and C5 could facilitate the synthesis, as these sites are known to
be electrophilic and thus favor modification by nucleophilic substitu-
tion. Structures 9v–14v were predicted to have comparable activi-
ties and were well within the domain of applicability (Table 11).

The model indicated that raising the oxidation level of the exocyclic
sulfide to the sulfoxide was acceptable, while increasing to the
sulfone was not favorable. Interestingly, switching from the phenyl-
sulfoxide to the ethylsulfoxide showed a good increase in predicted
activity within the domain of applicability. Repeating the
sequence of structural modifications with the C5 phenyl gave the
3-(ethylsulfinyl)-5-(ethylthio)isothiazole 19v and the 3,5-bis(ethyl-
sulfinyl)isothiazole 20v with predicted activities of )1.135 and
)1.150, respectively (Table 12).

Taking the isothiazole 20v as a new starting point, the aryl ring at
C4 was modified further by exchanging CH for N. The model toler-
ated this modification providing pyridyl, pyrimidyl, and 1,3,5-triazinyl
C4 substituted isothiazoles with overall good predicted activities
well within the required domain of applicability (Table 13). It was
worth noting that the position of the nitrogen made little differ-
ence; however, increasing the number of nitrogens to give the
1,3,5-triazinyl analog 28v gave the theoretical structure with the
best predicted activity ()0.912).

Finally, at this stage, we switched the C3, C4, and C5 substituents
of isothiazole 28v to see whether the actual substitution pattern
made any significant difference in the predicted activity. As can be
seen in Table 14, the model could not differentiate readily the
isomers 28v–30v.

In the manner demonstrated earlier, the model can be used to rap-
idly identify additional theoretical scaffolds. It is worth noting that
modifications should be based on synthetically viable targets.

The synthesis and study of the active virtual compounds would be
required to truly validate the model and as such is a worthy pur-
suit, but this is outside the scope of this present paper. It must
therefore be noted that the virtual screening study acts only as an
aid in proposing structural modifications to assist ongoing SAR
(Structure Activity Relationship) studies. The high biological activi-
ties predicted are only indicative of which structures should be
targeted for synthesis on the basis that they meet or approach the
optimal values for the chosen descriptors for the given model.

Conclusion

In this paper, the key components of the isothiazole scaffold that
influence MEK inhibition and oral bioavailability have been identi-
fied. QSAR models that quantitatively describe and predict the rela-
tionship between structural characteristics, activity, and
bioavailability have been developed and validated. Descriptors such
as NCCSgl, KiInf8, KiCP44, AtomCompMean, and AtomCompTot,
which characterize the chemical entities, were found to be directly
connected to MEK inhibition. Additionally, descriptors such as
dipole, TopoJ, ChiInf0, KiCP36, Ki8, ChiCP49, and AtomCompMean
were found to influence oral bioavailability of the compounds. The
molecular descriptors used in QSAR encode information about
the structure, branching, electronic effects, chains, and rings of the
modules and thus implicitly account for cooperative effects between
functional groups. Applicability domain was defined to identify the
reliable predictions. A virtual screening study has been conducted
to help researchers to design novel chemistry driven molecules with
desired characteristics.
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